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In 2000 when senior research
executives were asked to
predict where the industry
would be in five years’ time,
many responded with themes
and concepts inspired by
prevailing R&D challenges,
emerging technologies and the
most exciting new science.
Strikingly, when asked the
exact same question today:
“Where will drug discovery and
development be in 2010?” these
same themes provide the
inspiration. While some specific
predictions have proven to be
true, others have moved more
slowly, and a few new ideas
have emerged rapidly. From my
position as the head of a large
drug discovery organisation, I
see there are five forces likely
to significantly impact drug
discovery in the coming five
years.

Force 1: In discovery research,
size counts
Due to the high cost of
performing R&D, industry
experts were previously of the
opinion that in discovery
research size really mattered.
Specifically, that bigger was

better and that economies of
scale would be the answer to
productivity difficulties – higher
throughput screening, bigger
compound banks, everything in
large scale and at high speed.
This model now seems lavish
and unnecessary. While some
benefits exist from automation
and scale, we now know that
larger size is not correlated
with increased discovery
productivity. As organisations
increase to the largest sizes,
innovation and flexibility often
declines in discovery, stifled by
large organisational structures,
and bureaucracy. Recognising
these limitations, some larger
companies have attempted to
foster biotech-like
environments designed to
encourage innovation. These
are often characterised by
smaller departments and
efforts to stimulate
entrepreneurial cultures within
larger organisation. These
approaches often do not work
either. Larger parent
organisations tend ultimately to
exert control over smaller units,
stifling innovation and
introducing the same issues of
bureaucracy and inefficiency.
Discovery organisations need to
be both big and small. There is
a ‘sweet-spot’ in terms of size,
and increasingly companies will
realise and leverage the ‘sweet
spot’. This concept is supported
by a recent assessment from
Edinburgh-based consultancy
Wood Mackenzie. Its ‘freshness
index’, a measure of R&D
innovation and scope, places
the mid-size Pharma
organisations such as Wyeth
and Eli Lilly at the top end of
the innovation productivity
rating. As companies continue
to see tightened R&D budgets,
more will reach the conclusion
that smaller, leaner discovery

organisations can lead the
industry both in terms of
productivity and innovation. 

Force 2: Translational
medicine, a discipline in its
own right
The intense focus on
addressing clinical phase
attrition rates has led to rapid
shifts in how discovery
scientists and clinicians are
working to ensure success and
reduce costs. Bringing together
the various related disciplines
of biomarker discovery,
personalised/individualised
medicine, pharmacogenomics
and human experimental study,
translational medicine offers
the promise of bridging the gap
between pre-clinical and
clinical studies. For patients it
offers the potential of true
personalised medicine. For
pharmaceutical companies it is
a powerful tool to reduce
attrition rates by making
smarter choices about clinical
candidates, indications and trial
design. Biomarkers remain
central to the translational
medicine revolution. These
highly sought-after indicators of
biological activity offer the
potential to answer many
important questions; which
patients are likely to respond to
a new treatment? What is the
optimal dosing regime for a
new treatment? What markers
demonstrate the earliest
evidence of efficacy of the new
treatment? What markers show
the earliest indication of
adverse effects? The increasing
prevalence of well developed
profiling technologies
(transcriptional profiling,
proteomics, metabolomics, etc)
alongside new, and better
imaging tools (PET, fMRI) is
helping create an effective
translational medicine toolkit to

answer these questions.
Regulatory changes and
advances, such as the
introduction of the
Investigational IND concept will
allow better access to human
subjects. The holy grail of
translational medicine is to
develop registrable surrogate
biomarkers of disease
modulation or drug safety (only
a small number currently exist:
including blood pressure and
cholesterol). It is likely only a
very small number (if any) of
this kind of biomarker will be
identified in the next five years.
More likely, the industry will
utilise translational medicine to
direct internal R&D decision-
making and answer key
questions around drug
effectiveness in humans,
therapeutic indication and
patient selection for larger
trials. Attrition rates in later
clinical phases should start to
become lower and risk
substantially mitigated. 

Force 3: Partnership evolution
No Pharma R&D organisation
has access to greater than 1%
of the world’s R&D talent. Thus
it is clear that we must continue
to form partnerships and
collaborations if we are to
succeed in developing effective,
innovative therapeutics. While
the concept of partnership
between drug discovery
organisations and academia is
not a new one, several factors
will continue to change the
nature of these relationships.
First, R&D budget pressures
are forcing pharmaceutical
companies to look more closely
at the productivity of their
partnering deals. Gone are the
days of industry throwing
scarce R&D dollars at academic
groups to do with as they
please. The most productive
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industry-academic partnerships
of the future will take on a more
realistic ‘shared risk – shared
success’ ethos. Large Pharma
will increasingly enter into
collaborations where they are
true to a scientific partner and
a source of science, reagents,
and resources – not just
dollars. The overall model will
be of each partner contributing
a specific set of capabilities and
utilising collaborations and
consortia to leverage the
expertise of partners. This
approach supports perhaps
fewer bigger, closer and
longer-term relationships with
academic groups, and less of
the scattergun approach of the
past. Second, the efflux of large
pharmaceutical R&D out of
regions such as the EU, is
stimulating a shift in the role of
governments and funding
councils in R&D. In an attempt
to grow or retain their
knowledge-based economies,
many governments are
becoming more engaged in
economic development
initiatives in the life sciences.
These represent a significant
opportunity for research
companies and universities as
governments look to utilise
research funds to support
science, and particularly
applied and pharmaceutical
science. Government initiatives
to grow and develop life
sciences will lead to the
emergence of new global
research hubs, such as the
biotechnology hub now
emerging in Ireland. 
Finally, biotech alliances will

remain key. The large Pharma-
biotech partnership model will
continue to evolve over the
coming years. While many
collaborations in the previous
five years were focused around
technologies and platforms,
most of these large scale
collaborations have proved less
than fruitful. The pendulum has
swung away from these kinds of
deal and companies are
increasingly only considering
collaborations that involve
some chemical or biological

equity. This is unlikely to
change in the next five years,
with no major technology
breakthroughs on the horizon. 

Force 4: Globalisation
One trend in drug discovery that
was not foreseen five years ago
is the rapidly emerging role of
Asia and Eastern Europe for
drug discovery activities. Indeed
it seems today that the whole
world is migrating eastwards.
Faced with increasing costs of
drug discovery, organisations
have started to investigate the
potential of skilled scientists in
world regions with a
significantly lower cost base
than the West. Salaries for fully
educated, fully trained
scientists in Asia can be as
much as 70% cheaper than
their Western counterparts.
Indeed the cost savings of such
globalisation is becoming one
of the major strategies to
improve the operational
efficiency of R&D. Drawn to
India, China and Russia due to
costs, R&D organisations have
rapidly identified the existence
of many very skilled biologists
and chemists. Trained in
reverse engineering for the
creation of generic drugs, in
addition to capabilities in
primary and secondary
screening technologies, the
growing scientific workforce
possesses many of the
technical skills required to
support resource constrained
discovery research
departments. In parallel with
the need to access highly
skilled scientists at lower cost,
many foreign nationals
educated, trained and working
in the West, have begun a
migration back to their home
countries. While creating an
additional need for skilled staff
in the West, this has only
served to add credibility to off-
shore outsourcing firms which
are now able to boast not just
great scientists, but scientists
with the exact skills and
background that Western
Pharma demands. Despite
being almost completely off the

radar five years ago, by 2010 as
much as 50% of drug discovery
may be performed in India,
China and Russia. In addition to
using contract research and
outsourcing firms in regions
including India, China and
Russia as well as Eastern
Europe and South America, it is
only a matter of time before
more companies establish their
own sites, facilities and
personnel in those regions. 

Force 5: Technologies and
targets
Technologies will continue to be
central to the success of drug
discovery. Increasingly,
biopharmaceutical approaches
will appear in traditional
pharmaceutical companies.
Even those companies which
have traditionally been solely
small molecule focused are
demonstrating significant
commitment to the
biopharmaceuticals arena. It is
clear that in some form generic
biopharmaceuticals will also
become a reality within the next
five years. With an increased
investment in
biopharmaceuticals, new and
evolving antibody platforms
such as nanobodies, single
domain antibodies, pegylated
antibodies and those made in
E.Coli will evolve as
commercially feasible
alternatives to standard
humanised monoclonals. Other
recombinant approaches will
also continue to evolve
including receptor fragments
and the ability to optimise
secreted proteins. Such
progress in this arena will be
driven by the growing success
and acceptance of biotherapies
in the market place creating
more intensive competition
which will likely drive down the
cost of production through such
innovative new platforms. 
The ‘omics will start to

deliver on their promise. After
the hype years of the 1990s and
the backlash of the last five
years, systems biology is
beginning to make sense of the
huge quantities of genome and

proteome data. As informatics
begins to make sense of our
inherent complex physiological
systems, systems biology will
more and more play a role in
driving decisions in the drug
discovery process. In itself, this
will require a shift in the
composition of drug discovery
organisations as
mathematicians and
statisticians begin to play a
more vital role in uncovering
the biology of disease. Protein-
protein targets will likely be one
significant winner from both the
success of the genomics
evolution as well as from the
advancement of small molecule
and brute-force chemistry
approaches including
traditional screening as well as
engineered and peptidomimetic
technologies. With protein-
protein interactions already
being considered as drugable
targets, there is likely to be
another significant increase in
the size of the R&D tool-box for
discovering and developing
novel therapeutics. 
Finally, one technology that is

still being pursued by a brave
few is that of translational
modification, such as RNAi as a
therapeutic. Though to date
these technologies have met
with little success, they remain
a tantalising alternative to
small molecules, vaccines and
biopharmaceuticals. Should
RNAi mature to a state of
clinical validation, a massive
shift will likely be observed with
the industry pursuing this as a
legitimate therapeutic
alternative. 

Summary
Though many business
concepts, technologies and
external factors will influence
and shape the drug discovery
and development world over the
coming five years, I believe that
five forces will play a key role
moving forward. Size will no
longer be the main driver of
discovery productivity. Instead
companies will become leaner
and smarter in their discovery
research efforts. Translational



medicine will evolve to be a key
player in the critical path for
drug discovery, driven by a need
to address attrition as well as
the advancement of the
underlying technologies. The
need to access more and more
talent, technology and

knowledge will continue to drive
the industry’s passion for
partnership and collaboration,
but the model will evolve to be
one of long-term risk-shared
strategies. Emerging
economies of Asia and Eastern
Europe will continue to play an

important role in driving R&D
productivity through off-shoring
and new business models. New
technologies and target classes
will drive further rounds of
innovation and increase the
likelihood of identifying
therapeutics for many of today’s

unmet medical needs. Though
the future of drug discovery and
development continues to be a
challenging one, it is very bright
nonetheless. ■
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